
 

A New Web Page 

Just for Grandparents! 
 

http://www.grandloving.com 

 
LANCASTER, VA:  From the authors of the popular book, Grandloving: Making 

Memories with Your Grandchildren 5
th 

edition, winner of eight national parenting awards, 

comes a Web site that will inspire, guide and encourage grandparents around the world. 

The site, www.grandloving.com, has won a three star rating from The ABC’s of Parenting. 

 

Sue Johnson, Julie Carlson and Elizabeth Bower, authors of Grandloving, are a unique 

mother, daughter-in-law and daughter team whose nationally selling book includes more 

than 225 fun, inexpensive activity ideas and heartwarming anecdotes from over 350 

families worldwide. 

 

Packed with information, www.grandloving.com is a spin-off from their unique book and 

is unlike anything on the Web today.  Grandparents will find such creative, family-friendly 

features as: 

 

 Articles on holidays, visits to and from grandchildren, the postpartum visit, long-

distance grandparenting and tips for grandparenting newborns to teens 

 Print and send activities for long-distance grandparents 

 Favorite resources and products for grandchildren and grandparents 

 An extensive list of books carefully reviewed to give you a sense of their 

appropriate age level and content 

 And much more... 

 

This warm, upbeat and attractive Web site will encourage grandparents to make 

meaningful memories with grandchildren near and far. 

 

Best of all, Sue, Julie and Elizabeth share the spirit of the Internet as it was meant to be—a 

forum for exchanging information worldwide, instead of a medium for pushy advertising.  

Readers will find a rich collection of ideas and hotlinks designed to encourage their unique 

family relationships, absolutely without hype or pressure.  It’s an ideal site for the 

“newbie” Nana searching for wonderful information about grandparenting or the seasoned 

grandparent looking for fresh ideas. 

 

Let your readers know about this new resource for caring grandparents!  Visit 

www.grandloving.com. 

 

Contact: Sue Johnson 

  Heartstrings Press 

       49 Starview Place 

       Lancaster, VA  22503 

       Phone: 804-462-0884 

       Email: sue@grandloving.com 
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